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be inevitabk. And that's what we are trying to do. Some 
patience is needed. That's what we are advocating. And I 
don't think war will bring any good to any country, including 
the U. S., including Turtcey. Saddam will definitely be beaten 
all right. But hOw mlicb life will it cost, and what will be the 
other costs? That's why We 'Oppose the war. 

EIR: The Turkish government recently requested that a 
5,OOO-man NATO rapid deployment force be sent to one of 
its airbases. 
Demirel: It wasn't a 5,OOO-man force; it was a force of 576 
men and 42 planes. According to my mind, this is nonsense. 
There is no threat from Iraq to Turkey. There couldn't be a 
threat. Maybe tbeyWlOOed to involve NATO in this Gulf 
situation. You kno�, everyone is criticizing this in Turkey 
right now. You could not eliminate an Iraqi threat, if there 
were a threat, simply,lly 47 planes-I 8 from Italy, 18 from 
Germany; and 6 from' Belgium. for Turkey, this is a shame. 

EIR: When U.S. Secretary of State James Baker was in 
Turkey last Soptem., he requested, or demanded, that a 
second front be opened lip against Iraq. The militarization of 
the border has now led some people to think that the Turkish 
government has given in,to this pressure. 
Demirel: I don't thHil such a thing will happen, because the 
Turkish g()verrune�ignore5 sucbrumors. I aon't think there 
will be a secOBdfront. the distance from the Turkish border 
to Kuwait is about I�OOO-'kiJ'Ometers, about 700 miles. The 
struggle is in Kuwait" not around Turkey, or around the 
Turkish border. It would'not help any. For the time being, 
this is a rumor. 

EIR: Shortly after the crisis broke, various British and 
American think tanks suggested that the United States and 
Britain support Kurdish separatists in northern Iraq. Around 
that time, one of the Kurdish separatist leaders, J alai Talbani, 
met with various U.S. government officials. Some say that 
various Western intelligence services have been trying to fan 
the flames of Kurdish separatism. What does this mean for 
Turkey, given the large number of Kurdish separatists within 
Turkey's borders? 
Demirel: This policywtn irritate Turkey. It will irritate Iran. 

It  will irritate Syria. I don,'t think that such a policy will help 
any, and the U.S. wOUld have trouble to keep the coalition 
going as a result. I don't think it is wise. 

EIR: There have been s�ggestions in the British and Ameri
can press that Iraq be split up after a war, and that the northern 
Mosul province revert back to Turkish control, as it had been 
under the Ottoman Empire. Is this a serious proposal? 
Demirel: It's not serions. The United Nations Security 
Council decision is haledon one member of the United Na
tions bcinitabn o .. .,;y:a'QGtbet ptember. So while you are 

pushing tbC ft)qiw�fR)tn lCUWait, I don't think you 
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could split up Iraq and get a portion of it. Then here again, 
Iran will oppose it, Syria will oppose it, Saudi Arabia will 
oppose it, Egypt will oppose it. Even the Soviet Union will 
oppose it. It won't work. 

EIR: It is said that a high percentage of the Turkish popula
tion is opposed to the current Gulf policy of the Turkish 
government. There is a great deal of unrest within the Turkish 
working population, which resulted in a one-day general 
strike on Jan. 3. It is reported that you and Mr. Inonu have 
suggested coming together to try to force new elections and 
bring down the government. What do you hope to see 
happen? 
Demirel: I hope we will be able to have new elections in 
1991, maybe sometime this fall. Ii don't think it will happen 
before the fall. 

EIR: Over the recent weeks, Turkish Defense Minister Safa 
Giray and Chief of Staff Gen. NeClip Torumtay resigned. 
Demirel: They were not happy with the policy being carried 
out in the Gulf. 

EIR: Even within professional niilitary layers, is there op
position to the policy, as not being in the interest of Turkey? 
Demirel: Yes. 

Interview: Erdal InoQu 

'Thrkey should take 
no part in GUlf war' 

Erdallnonu is the leader of the Social Democratic Populist 
party. the main opposition party In the Turkish Parliament. 
The interview was conducted by te,iephone on Jan. 9. 

EIR: What is your view of the TUrkish government's deci
sion to ally itself with the Uniteld States and Britain in a 
possible war with Iraq? It seems that Turkey's recent request 
of NATO headquarters to deploy troops and planes to Turkish 
airbases near Iraq, makes it much more likely that Turkey 
will be drawn into the war. : 
Inonu: In our view, Turkey shoultl not take part in a possibly 
forthcoming war between Iraq and the U. S.A. and Great 
Britain. Such participation is not compatible with Turkish 
national interests. We have constantly warned the govern
ment to be careful about any move which may draw us into 
such a confrontation. 
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EIR: The U.S. government is reportedly considering the 
dismembennent of Iraq following a war. According to one 
plan, the Iraqi province of Mosul would be handed over to 
Turkey, as its reward for working with the Anglo-Americans. 
Others say that even the talk of dismembering Iraq may 
gravely threaten Turkey by promoting Kurdish separatism in 
Turkey and not just Iraq. What is your view? 
Ioonu: Turkey has no interest in any dismembering of Iraq. 
We have no claims on any territory outside our present na
tional borders. The only way to achieve pennanent peace in 
the Middle East is to forget all historical border disputes 
and to declare complete respect for national borders of other 
countries. 

EIR: U.S. Secretary of State James Baker said in September 
that the Bush administration is considering fonning a "new 
security arrangement" in the region modeled on NATO or on 
the old CENTO pact. Some Pentagon circles have called for 
stationing U.S. ground troops, fonnerly deployed in Western 
Europe, in Turkey. What do you think of these proposals? 
Inonu: For the Middle East, the example to follow is not a 
new NATO or CENTO, but the Conference on Security and 
Cooperation in Europe. This should be the way for the future 
of the Middle East as well as of all other regions of our globe. 

EIR: You have recently made a trip to Iraq and other states 
in the Gulf, as well as Syria. What is your assessment of the 
best way to avoid war in the region? 
Inonu: The way to avoid a new war is to push steadfastly for 
the implementation of the United Nations Security Council 
resolutions, first for Kuwait and then for the other problem 
areas; to use diplomatic and economic pressure and to make 
it clear that the United Nations is interested in establishing a 
rule of international law valid for all states. There should be 
no impatience in this endeavor. A rule of law will be accepted 
in the end by all the states, provided that the U.N. maintains 
its present unity. 

'From the prison in which the politician's career expires, the 
influence of the statesman is raised toward the summits of 
his life's providential course. Since Solon, the Socratic meth
od has become the mark of the great Western statesman. 
Without the reemergence of that leadership, our imperiled 
civilization will not survive this century's waning years.' 

-Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. 
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Dotan scanGlallinked 
to Pollard sBY ring 
by Jeffrey Steinberg 

An American attorney now living in Israel who was a central 
figure in the Jonathan Jay Pollard affair and other Israeli 
scientific espionage operations against the United States, has 
been indicted in Israel for his I'ole in a multimillion-dollar 
skimming operation led by the I:sraeli Air Force's chief pro
curement officer. The attorney, Harold Katz, is one of 12 
people indicted along with Brig, Gen. Rami Dotan last No
vember, in what has been described as the biggest corruption 
scandal in the history of Israel. Fonner Air Force chief Ezer 
Weitzman labeled Dotan a "trait0r" and described the scandal 
as more damaging to Israel's Air Force-than any attack in
flicted by an Arab enemy. 

The involvement of Katz in tlhe Dotan affair lends further 
credence to reports published by EIR in December 1990 that 
General Dotan, now incarcerated, was part of Ariel Sharon 
and "Dirty Rafi" Eytan's Israeli mafia; and that the Dotan 
procurement-theft ring was merely one component of a multi
billion-dollar crime scheme to finance a Sharon drive to take 
control of the Israeli government and launch a new Arab
Israeli war. 

Probe of Dotan scandal widens 
According to the Dec. 29, 1990 international edition of 

the Jerusalem Post, both American and Israeli authorities are 

widening the probe into the Dotan scandal. A week later, the 
Jerusalem Post reported that a Montreal, Canada scrap-metal 
dealer named Willy Rostoker, ai longtime associate of Katz, 
had been recruited into the money-laundering scheme in 1988 
and had facilitated the washing df stolen funds through major 
Canadian banks. Fonner Mossad officer Victor Ostrovsky, 
who holds Canadian-Israeli dual citizenship, in his 1990 
book By Way of Deception, emphasized the importance of 
Canadian banks and business fronts in Israeli espionage. (See 
EIR, Oct. 19, 1990, "Some ugly truths about the ADL re
vealed" for a review of Ostierskf s book.) 

If the United States and Israel do proceed-with a broader 
investigation, a useful starting :point would be Katz, who 
represents a critical bridge between the Dotan ring and the 
broader Israeli espionage and crime structure. EIR's June 3, 
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